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Abstract
With the advent of high speed communication networks interconnected with
high bandwidth optical fiber, a variety of new services will be available to the
common user. One of these services will undoubtedly be video communications.
,Whether it is yideotelephonY't/videoconferencing or simply broadcast video, the
demand is here to display video on the desktop. As the TCrTI (International
v
Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee) has set as a standard for
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN) applicatipns a network
topology known as "Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), and recently a video coding
standard known as MPEG, it won't be long before there art} a plethora of networked
video applications based upon these new standards.
'"
One of. the major drawbacks of sending compressed video information over the
packet switched networks of tomorrow is the loss of packetized information. The
effects of these losses up_on the output visual quality will depend both on the network
and the coding scheme. The traffic :patterns of an MPEG codec for various input
parameters need to be determined. By altering the coding scheme, we can change the
outpl!t bit rate at the s"acrifice of visual quality. The effects upon visual quality of lost
packets as well as packets of differing priorities in our network will be determined as
l
1
well as the peak signal to noise ratio between the compressed and reQ?nstructed
frames.
"
. This study is Qrganized as follows. Chapter One gives a short introduction to
Asynchronous Transfer Mode Networks, their advantages and disadvantages and
concef!1s. Chapter Two introduces the new MPEG video coding standard. Chapter
Three goes into the details of the computer simulations and methods used to model
the MPEG traffic streams and the associated network information loss. Chapter Four
discus~es the experimental result~ and Chapter Fiv~ presents conclusions and
suggestions for further study.
2
Chapter .1
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
With the increase in demand for varieties of communications services,
,
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN) has received much attention
and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks appear to suit BISDN quite well.
Tomorrow's networks will need to handle a variety of traffic classes, from voice and
video to data and file transfers. Each class of traffic will have its own special
requirements. Voice and interactive video traffic necessitate rapid throughput.
However, small losses of data are tolerable. Data and file transfers 'are much more
prone to errors, but are flexible to delay.
Standard ISDN packet-switches variable rate (bursty) traffic in the D channel
.'
and circuit-switches continuous rate traffic over synchronous transfer mode (STM) in
the B channels. In BISDN, all varieties of traffic are packet-switched on the cell
relayed ATM format[9]. In this manner, BISDN is flexible to many different traffic
classes with diverse performance requirements. ATM has been chosen as the final
transfer mode for BISDN in CCITT Recommendation 1.121, a guideline for future B-
ISDN standardization.
3
/1.1 Differences between STM and ATM
STM is a circuit",.switching technique originally proposed for BISDN because
of compatibility with existing systems. InSTM, bandwidth is allocated in a periodic
frame structure consisting of time slots. Each call is allocated a. particular slot, and
.the call is uniquely identified by the position of its slot in the frame. Slots are
assigned to calls based on their peak transfer rates in order to guarantee the required
quality of service, even at maximum load. STM is suitable for fixed rate services due
to its circuit like nature. However, the major drawback of STM is its inefficient use
of bandwidth.
When calls are transmitting at less than their peak rates, bandwidth is
effectively wasted. In order to send compressed video over a constant bit rate (CBR)
channel with a guaranteed quality ,of service, we will need to allot a channel that
meets the peak bandwidth requirement of the video source. Unfortunately, .most of
the time the video source will not be transmitting at its peak rate, and the unused
bandwidth of the channel will sit idle.
.
ATM overcomes this inefficiency by only allocating bandwidth upon demand.
-
Resources are used only when needed and variable bit rate services are handled much
better. In this manner, ATM can support multiple connections of varying traffic
patterns and quality of service requirements. We can transmit video information and
4
still maintain a constant visual quality over ATM by simply sending more packets
when the data rate fluctuates. Through statistical bandwidth assignment, ATM can
achieve a significant gain by multiplexingburstyffaffic sources. Several individual
sources may share an aggregate transmission rate much less than t~e sum of their
peak bit rates.
Timo Slot
I( ) I
I'-----'-FrarohlgI~ I----,~[: .~:] ~ I Frnmmg I~. [ ~] ~ol IFrnmmg I ~I I
I( . Periodic Fnune ) I
STM Multiplexing
o~ 0~cll~ ~ 0~o11HI =: [Y]~oll~1 ~II
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Time Slot (Cell)
ATM Multiplexing
Figure 1: ATM / STM Multiplexing
1.2 The ATM Cell
The basic data units in ATMare fixed length cells. Fixed length .cells were
chosen over variable length because it was believed that fixed length cells may be
5
_switched more efficiently, given the current state of existing fast packet switching
technology. The size of the cell is kept small to avoid delays in packetization of data
at the source. 'This delay could be detrimental for real-time voice information if cell
-i3' •
sizes are large. Data transported in ATM is packetized into 53 octet cells, consisting
of a 5. octet header and a 48 octet payload, or information field. Slots are granted to
a user on demand, in an asynchronous fashion. In this way, ATM can support
multiple bandwidth requirements efficiently. Only as much bandwidth as is required
is used. Cells are transmitted c'ontiguously over a virtual circuit and are identified not
by their positions (as in STM) but r~therby addressing information stored in the cell
header.
The CCITTheader formats which are used at the user-network interface (UN!)
and the Network-node-interface (NNI) are shown below in Figure 2.. The cell header
is' comprised of a 4-bit generic flow control (GFC) field, a 24 bit label field
containing eight bits for a virtual path identifier (VPI) and 16 bits for a virtual circuit
identifier (YCI) , a 2-bit payload type (PT) field, a I-bit reserved field, a I-bit pnority
(PR) field and an 8-bit header error check (REe) field. At the NNI interface, the
GFC field is not included and the extra four bits are used for the YPI field.
6
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Figure 2: ATM Cell Format
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~e GFCfieid is used by a flow control mechanism to maintain traffic flow
control at the UNI and avoid overload conditions. The VPIIVCl fields contain the
actual routing information for the cell. The VPl field identifies one particular virtual
path within the physical link on which the cell is transmitted and the VCl specifies
I
one particular virtual channel inside that virtual path. A virtual path is basically a
bundle of virtual circuits switched as a single unit. A predefined route is defined for
each virtual path so it is not necessary to alter routing tables at call set-up.
Processing time at switching nodes is reduced at the expense of initial call set-up
times.
Even though ATM is a packet-oriented format, it is effectively a connection-
7
'J
oriented technique in the sense that callS must first establish a virtual circuit to their
destination before any transmission may occur. All cells belonging t.? the same call
will then follow the same route. This will minimize delay variations and the
processing required for routing decisions.
The two-bit payload type (PT) field is used for the identification of the payload
of the cell. The two types of payloads that have been considered so far are network
information and user information. Network information is used for network control,
I .
and additional control information is found in the information field. In user
-'
information cells, the payload will carry specific data· p~rtaining only to the user.
The priority field (PR), also called the cell loss priority (CLP) is a one-bit
field available for identifying the priority of the individual cells. Depending upon the
method used, cells with this bit set may be discarded should congestion occur .at a
switching node. Cells without this bit set are considered to' have higher priority as
they propagate through the network. This bit is set by the caller before entering the
network.
The Header error check field is an 8-bit field used to detect and correct errors
.......... in the ceH' s header information. Because a single bit error can cause the cell to be
mis-routed at a switching node, the HEC is included. The HEC can recover· from
<'
single bit errors in the following fnanner. The HEC value is equal to the remainder
8
/
of the division of the product x8 multiplied by a polynomial of order 31 with ~
coefficients equal to the bits of the first four octets of the cell header, by the
generator polynomial x8 + x2 + X + 1. The receiver computes t~e HEC value and if
',.
';
possible, corrects any single bit errors. If not,the cell is discarded.
The HEC field is also used for cell delineation. Cell delineation is the process
of identifying the boundaries of the ATM cell. The receiver checks bit by bit to see
if the HEC coding law is respected. Once the header has been identified and the octet
, boundaries have been discovered, the-delineation process is preformed repeatedly until
the HEC has been confirmed X times consecutively. Cell delineation is considered
lost if the HEC coding is detected incorrectly Y times in~row..-CCITT recommends
values of X~6 and Y=7. The final reserved bit has been left up to future study.
1.3 Drawbacks of ATM
By giving up the constant bit rate (CBR) circuit-switched networ,ks of the past
in favor of variable bit rate (VBR) packet-switched networks, we must now~be
prepared to deal with the possibility that our packetized information may be "lost".
Packet losses will occur in three predominant ways.
The first source of lost packets is the accidental misdirection of a packet to the
wrong destination because of a random bit error in the routing information of the
9
!'
',.
packet he,ader. A packet that arrives at the wrong destination is simply discarded. As ~.
stated before, the HEC field can correct single bit errors in the header, but if two or
more strike the VCI or VPI information, the p~cket may be irretrievably lost. There
is really nothing that can be done to solve this type of error. In other network
protocols, (e.g. ARQ) acknowledgement packets are sent from the receiver to the
sender to acknowlecIge the fact that information either was (ACK packets) or w~s n~t
(NACK packets) received. In the case of a negative acknowledgement (NACK), the
sender simply retransmits the missing packet. This presents many problems. First of
all, the sender will need to keep a certain number of packets buffered in the event that
one needs to be retransmitted. The receiver likewise needs to keep packets buffered
to re-sequence them upon receipt of the missing packet.
Also the propagation delay time of ~he channel plays a great role in this
problem. Suppose, for example, that we have two switching nodes, A and B
separated by a 100km cable. Assume (for simplicity) 500 bit long cells and a
propagation delay time of 5fJ.s per lkm of cable. Assume 1Mbps channel speed. The
transmission time for one cell is O.5ms. Node A starts transmitting a cell. It takes
500us for the electrical signal to reach node B. When the first bit of the cell reaches
Node B, Node A is transmitting the last bit of the same cell. Now consider a fiber
optic link of 1 Gbps speed. The cell transmission time drops to O.5fJ.s while the
propagation delay time remains the same. Thus when the first bit of the cell reaches
Node B, Node A is transmitting the lOOOth cell. This would require a large buffer to .
10
store all the cells for re,transmission and is effectively' not possible. Thankfully, the
proliferation of fiber in networks should keep the random bit errors to a minimum and
the (very basic) header error checksum should catch 'an occasional single error.
Otherwise, the packet will be lost and discarded .
. The remaining two error sources come about due to congestion in the network.
If the network is heavily loaded, it may take some time for the packets to make their
way from node to node and resources will have to be shared. As switching Nodes
._._...--------_.__.__ .__._...._._--.---_._._---_._-----------_ ..~
become busy, incoming packets will have to be buffered, and consequently wait to be
serviced. If it takes too long to traverse the network,lhe packet may "expire" and no
longer be useful to the receiver. This packet, although it eventually arrives at the
decoder, must be considered lost because it doesn't contribute to its corresponding
frame. The video coding/decoding algorithm must be able to conceal errors such as
packets not showing up.
The final error source also involves a congested network. If there are too
many packets in the network, the buffers at each node may again fill up. In this case,
when the packet arrives at the node, there is nowhere to put it and it mus( be
dropped. The specifics here are dependent upon network design issues and buffer
maintenance schemes. For example, if a large buffer is present at each node, then a
cell may wind up waiting a long time to be serviced and in the audio/video realm, the
packets will most likely "expire". A sm'aller buffer guarantees shorter waiting times,
11
\but increases the chances of dropped packets. ATM standards do allow for a single
"
priority bit in the header of each cell and this priority can be used to jump ahead in
the service queue. The concept of different priority packets will be crucial in
determining a coding scheme for both audio and video.
1.4 Quality of Service
In order to meet the quality demands of each user, and to monitor the network
traffic load to avoid congestion and delays, the network needs information about its
connections. In the connection set-up phase, 'the network receives information from
-'
the source as to the type of data it will be transmitting, the acceptable loss rates or
delay rates and perhaps some simple statistics (called traffic descriptors) to help make
decisions. When a connection is requested, the network examines the current load,
factors in the predicted load due to the new connection and makes a determination as
to whether the call should be allowed to connect. If the quality of service (QOS)
parameters cannot be guaranteed, the source may change its requirements and attempt
""I
to reconnect or it may wait.
In order to facilitate the call connection phase, the n~twork requires accurate
QOS parameters. These parameters should be relatively simple but descriptive.
,
Many offerings have been suggested, but nothing has been standardized. It is up to
the network to monitor the sources to ensure they are complying with their set-up
parameters. Sources should not be allowed to abuse the network facilities.
12
Chapter 2
The MPEG Coding Standard
Consider a simple video window of dimensions 352x240 pixels and allot 8 bits
per pixel for 256 possible colors. In order to transmit a single frame, we would need
to send 352 x 240 x 8 = 675,840 ·bits. For standard television rates, we'd need to
..~
send 30 frames each second for a combined bit rate of 20.275 mbps, This is quite an
accomplishment for such a small window with limited colors. Most networks aren't
up to allotting 20Mb of bandwidth to a single application. Consequently, considerable
work has gone into stu4Ying video compression schemes and algorithms. Each
algorithm attempts to rej110ve redundant information in both the spatial as well as
'tl>
temporal dimensions. Recently, the CCITT has convened to draw up a coding
standard for a compressed digital video stream at roughly 1.5 Mbps. This standard
was formulated by the Moving Picture Expert's Group and is known as MPEG[2].
MPEG is a joint international committee started in 1988 to' draw up a standard
13
for compressing video and its associated audio for storage and transmission over
A7
. existing communication networks. MPEG is an acronym for Moving Picture Experts
Group. This group is responsible for audio and video compression and their
combined synchronization at a target bit rate of roughly 0.9 - 1.7 megabits per.
second. The MPEG standard is divid~ into three separate sections: the video coding
section, audio coding ~ection .and the systems section, pertaining to synchronization
and timing requirements. This study 'concerns only the video section.
~
In order to remain as versatile as possible, the MPEG stand~d is a generic
standard. This is to say that the standard is application-independent. It follows the
toolkit approach: not all the features specified are used by all applications.
However, all are available and an MPEG decoder must be able to decode any
combination of streams. The features the standard compression algorithm describes
include: Random Access, Fast Forward/Reverse Searches, Reverse Playback, Audio-
Video Synchronization, Robustness to Errors, Coding/Decoding delay, Editability,
Format Flexibility and Cost Tradeoffs [3]. The need for each of these features played
an important role in the choice of the specific algorithms used for MPEG's video
compressIon.
,
2.1 The MPEG coding algorithm
The MPEG video algorithm is based upon two basic coding techniques. For
_ 14
\the reduction of spatial redundancy, transform -domain (Discrete Cosine Transform,
-
DCT) compression is used. For temporal reduction, block-based-motion
compensation is used. Motion compensation is preformed both causally (prediction)
. and non-causally (interpolation). The remaining' prediction error in causal motion
compensation is further compressed using the DCT.
Three types of pictures are defined in the MPEG standard, Intraframe (I),
Predicted (P) and Interpolated (B, for bidirectional prediction). Intraframe pictures
are coded with reference only to themselves. This will provide access points for
random searches. The only·compression is obtained by removing the spatial
redundancy by using the DCT. Intraframes also insure thataILy_errorsthaLoccuLb~----
coding P and B frames will propagate only until the next I frame.. Consequently,
there is a trade-off between pure compression and picture quality:
The Predicted pictures are compressed using motion compensation. This
method assumes that locally, the current picture is essentially the same as the previous
frame with a slight displacement. Therefore the previous frame is searched in a small
region for a block that matches the current frame. The block that has the smallest
difference error is then chosen as the displaced block and a motion vector is coded.
Interpolated pictures take advantage of botfi past frames as well as future
frames. Blocks are searched in future as well as past frames for the best match and
15
two motion vectors are coded. B frames deal better with areas that become
uncovered as an object moves because such areas are impossible to predict from past
frames. The statistics of B pictures are also better because more information is
o,!
available and error ·propagation is slowed.
Motion Video
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Figure 3: MPEG coding
A frame that is to be coded as an intraframe is first divided into 8x8 blocks of pixels.
Each block is then DCT transformed. -The formula for the 2-D DCT with pixel
values f(i,j) and transform coefficients F(u, v) is:
F( u, v)
7 7
= l:.C(u) C(v) L L f(i,j) cos ( (2i+1) UTI) cos ((2j+1) vn;)
4 i:o j:o 16 16
where C(x) = IN2 if x=0 and C(x) = I otherwise. The coefficients are then
quantized, reorganized into a zig-zag pattern and then transformed into
16
{run,amplitude} pairs.
Quantization of the DCT coefficients sets many of the coefficients to zero.
This, combined with organizing the remaining coefficients into run length pairs
provides most of the compression of the algorithm. The output bit rate of the MPEG
stream can be controlled by controlling this quantization. A uniform quantizer is
used, with a different step~i:Ze for each DCT coefficient position. In intraframe
v
coding, the DC and AC coefficients are quantized separately with a quantizer that has
no dead-band around zero. This means that the region that gets quantized to zero is
smaller than a single step size. In P and B coded macroblocks, the AC and DC
coefficients are quantized together with a quantizer that has a larger dead-band.
Visual perception of quantization error varies with frequency and it is
advantag~us to use coarser quantizers for higher frequencies. The coefficients from
I frames need to be quantized differently than those from P or B frames. I frames
contain energy in all frequency bands and quality suffers if they are too coarsely
quantized. P and B fr{l.mes deal basically with frame differences, which usually
correspond to higher frequencies, and can consequently use coarser quantizers. The
quantizer step size can be adjusted on aper block basis if necessary.
The quantized poefficients are then reorganized into a zig-zag pattern, as
.shown in Figure 4. This pattern places the DC coefficient in the (0,0) position and
17
the AC coefficients in increasing frequency order up to the (7,7)position. This
reordering is done to increase the run lengths of zeros found in the block. This
allows the AC coefficients to b~ coded as the number of zeros preceding the next non-
zero"'valued coefficient, and then' the value as {run, amplitude}. A variable length
code is used for frequently occurring combinations of zero-run-length/non-zero-
coefficient values. This code uses a Huffman-like table for codewords. This is done
to compr~ss the data closer to the symbol entropy.
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Figure 4: Zig-Zag reordering
2.2 MPEG Layering
AC Coefficient End
The MPEG model is based on a six layer structure. Each layer supports a
'~---<specific function, either signal processing or organizational, such as resynchronization
or random access. The topmost layer is known as the video sequence layer. This
18
/,
layer contains specific information about the frame: aspect ratio, dimensions, picture
rate, etc.
The next layer is known as the group-of-pictures layer. A group of pictures
(GOP) is a series of one or more frames grouped to assist in randomly accessing the
stream. Each GOP starts with an 1 frame and ends with either another 1 frame or a P
frame. The number of pictures in a GOP is variable and up to the application.
Applications which require fine random access resolution may have shorter Gaps.
The order of the frames in the GOP is then determined by the order the decoder
would need to decode them. For example, if we were to encode the first seven
pictures in this format:
11 B2 B3 P4 B5 B6 17
t
We would first need to code 11, then P4. The interpolated frames B2 and B3 can now
be coded with respect to 11 and P4. The next frame to be coded would be 17. B5 and
B6 may now be coded with respect to P4 and 17. This non-sequential frame coding
has its pros and cons. By using P and B frames, we realize significant compression
over 1 frames. However, for applications that require real-time response such as
videoconferencing, we may be unable to code out of order.· The stream at the input
Of the decoder would then be:
19
11 P4 B2 B3 17 BS B6
which is the necessary order to decode the frames. We would need knowledge of
frames 1 and 4 to do a bidirectionai prediction for 2 and 3, and then knowledge of
frame 7 for frames 5 and 6.
The third layer is the picture layer. The picture (also referred to
interchangeably as a frame) is the primary coding unit. The dimensions of the frames
are variable, depending upon the application. The dimensions used in this study are
352 x 240. The frame is made up of three rectangular matrices of eight bit integers;
a luminance matrix (Y) and two chrominance matrices (Cr and Cb). The Cr and Cb
matric~s are one half the size of the Y matrix in both dimensions. The Y, Cr, and
Cb components are related to the primary Red, Gre~n and Blue ,sign<tls (E'R' E' G, E' B)
..
as described in CCIR Recommendation 601 [2].
y
U
V
=
0.299 0.587 0.114
-0.169 -0.3316 0.500
0.500 -0.4186 -0.0813
R
G
B'
The YUV format (similar to YIQ) concentrates most of its information into the Y
components, and lets the components be coded, separately without muc~ lo_ss of
20
efficiency[1].
The fourth layer is the slice layer. A slice is a horizontal strip of macroblocks
in a frame, and is used for resynchronization. The slice is the basic unit that is
processed in the MPEG standard. There is no interdependence between a slice and
it's neighbors. A slice can have any number of macroblocks, depending upon the
input resolution. In this study, there are 22 macroblocks in each slice and 15 slices in
each frame.
Layer five is the Macroblock layer. The basic coding unit in prediction and
intraframe modes is the macroblock: The macroblock is a l6x16 block of pixels, four
8x8 luminance blocks and two 8x8 chrominance blocks. MPEG requires that the
chrominance blocks be subsampled 2: 1. This decimation works because the eye is
less sensitive to chrominance information than it is to luminance information. One
single 8x8 block is sufficient for each chrominance component of the macroblock. In
~
this study, there are 22 macroblocks per slice and 15 slices per frame for a total of
330 macroblocks per frame.
"
The final layer is the block layer. The 8x8 pixel block is the smallest related
unit and is; used in the DCT.
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2.3 Resolution, Bit Rates and Quality
MPEG is a flexible standard. Many of the input parameters may be .changed
and each one will necessarily effect the resulting compression and quality. The trade-
offs made for compression versus features were based arolInd a target "constrained
parameter set" which is believed to give good.,compression (approximately 1.2-
3Mbps) at good quality. This set includes Horizontal Size < = 720 pels, Vertical
Size < = 576 pels, Macroblocks/frame < =396, Macroblocks/second < = 9900,
Picture rate < = 30 frames/sec, Bit Rate <. = 1.86Mbps and De~oderBuffer < =
376832 bits. [3] Although the standard can certainly be used for higher resolution and
higher bit rate streams, the 'streams may not be coded optimally by MPEG-I, as it was
designed around the core bit stream.
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/Chapter 3
Experimentation
All simulations have been performed on the PVRG (Portable Video Research
Group) MPEG codec version 1.0.[4] This codec is a software implementation of the
Santa Clara 1991 Draft of the MPEG standard[2]. All simulations were run on a Sun
Unix platform. The codec is not optimized for speed, and consequently, the resultant
viewer display rate is only a few frames per second. Two viewers were used to
visually check the data: the CV X-Image viewe~ also by the PVRG and MPEG_PLAY
from the Berkeley MPEG group. The PVRG codec uses as input raw raster scanned
eight bit integer data from three separate files corresponding to each component (. Y,
.U, .V) to form each frame. The resultant stream is stored contiguously and the
decoded stream is again expanded into a YUV file format. The CV X-Image viewer
l-
uses the decoded YUV frames to display the MPEG stream. MPEG_PLAY can
display 'the encoded .mpg file without expanding the stream back into individual frame
files.
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3.1 Coding Parameters an'll Traffic Pat~erns
In order to understand the resulting traffic pattern~ of the coder for various
input images and coding parameters, three streams were chosen for study. These
streams consist of 150 frames of data apiece (approximately 5' seconds) and are the
commonly used flower garden sequence and two versions. of the table tennis sequence.
These streams were chosen because they represent a good mix of video: the table
tennis streams combine zoom motion and scene changes while the flower garden
stream is a constant pan of a visually complex scene. The zoom motion will test the
coder's ability to do motion estimation and handle moving objects. - The scene
changes should alter the interpolated frame sizes, since predictions may suffer due to
"
proximity to different reference frames. The flower garden sequence is a visually
detailed set of 'images. The DCT may not be as effective in removing spatial
. redundancy in this sequence. The table tennis sequence, on the other hand, is a
simpler image and should benefit more from DCT spatial compression.
The MPEG codec has various input parameters to control the specific type of
coding to be done. Based upon the needs of the user for his or her applicatiom, the
coding parameters can be changed. As a default, the coder does not strive to
compress the stream to the lowest possible bit rate. In order to determine the best
combination of parameters to produce a quality stream of the lowest bit rate, the
coder was run on both sequences changing the group of pictures (GOP) count and
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reference frame interval (RFI) for each sequence in each simulation. The results of
the simulations are presented in Table I and Table 2 in Chapter 4. The encoded
streams were then decoded to retrieve the YUV files and Jhe decoded frames from
'-
each encoded stream were compared to their corresponding initial frames. The
resulting traffic patterns in bits per frame are graphed and displayed in Appendix I as
Figures A1.I, A1.2, A1.3 and AI.4. The equations to determine the peak signal to
noise ratio (SNR) are as below.
P eak SNR = 1010g 255
2
10 2
rms e
rms e
3.2 Network Back-Pressure
In an ATM network, the network will be responsible for actively monitoring
the traffic on its links to ensure the required quality of service (QOS) for each
connection is maintained. As may be often necessary, the network will find itself
loaded too heavily and will be forced to provide back-pressure to relieve. this
i
situation. One mechanism will be to disallow new connections until the traffic deluge
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)has settled. However, this may not solve the immediate problem and an ~~teractive
approach may be necessary. Since~interactive and real-time video can't tolerate
excessive delay, holding back on transmission of data is not an option. In any event,
the output bit rate of the source (the MPEG video coder) must be in some way
reduced.
The MPEG coder can be made to scale back its,data stream in two distinct
ways. Firstly, the quantization factor can be adjusted, causing the quality of each
L
frame, and consequently the bit rate, to go down temporarily. With a coarser
quantizer, fewer bits will be required to code the data. Secondly, the frame rate and
group of pictures ratio may be adjusted to change the output traffic characteristic of
the coder.
A section of the Tennis Sequence was coded with parameters f=30 g= 10
corresponding to thirty frames between each reference frame and ten groups of frames
between each Intraframe encoded frame. At an arbitrary time, the coder was
instructed to change the GOP and RFI rate parameters to a set with a better data
, ' ~
compression ratio (and consequently a slightly worse peak SNR) and the resulting bit
rates were plotted in Figure Al.S. In each case, the resultIng output bit rate
diminished, but the characteristics of the output data rate changed. By changing the
spacing of the reference frames, we altered the periodicity of the source traffic. This
,.
~ay be important if the network is basing so'urce traffic on a set model. Altho~gh the
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output peak SNR remained relatively constant, the overall savings in bit rate was
minimal, at best.
The same sequence was again coded and this time the Quantization index was
changed. The coder can set -the quantization parameter from a value of 2 to 31, with
two being the finest quantizer (most levels) and 31 being the worst quantizer (least
levels). The default value is 8. The resulting bit rates are graphed in Figure A1.6.
Temporarily adjusting the quantization index provides a simple and effect.ive way to
control the output of the coder. Unlike adjusting the GOP and RFI parameters, if
, &
the network knew exactly what maximum bit rate--it could maintain, a Q value could
be chosen to match this maximum accurately. In each case, the bit rate diminished
and the traffic patterns remained essentially the same. However, the quality of the
reproduced images diminished as quickly as the bIt rate. With a Q-f~ctor of 12, the
average bit rate per frame was down to 66 % of the original and the average peak
SNR dropped from 33.86 dB to 31.87 dB. The quality of the image was still good
from a subjective standpoint, as observed visually.
Further increasing the quantization index (corresponding to quantizing to fewer
-
levels) dropped the bit rate even lower, but the quality became noticeablypooreL_...
The edges of the players became fuzzy, the image became blocky and contouring was
visible on the playing surface. The patterned backdrop slowly lost its patt~rn as the
colors and details merged. At a Q factor of 24 and higher, the picture quality was
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noticeably bad. The peak Signal to Noise ratio was plotted versus quantization
"",-
value, (Figur~ A1.7) as was the average bit rate per frame (Figure A1.8). A
subjective limit (determined visually) of 30 dB was chosen as the lower peak SNR
;' -,
bound to maintain acceptable visual quality. However, if thenetwdfk requires a
further reduced bit rate, lower quality may have to be tolerated.
3.3 Decoder Error Handling
Since networks are not perfect environments for data, the effects of two types
of errors afflicting the coded stream were studied. The first types of errors simulated
were bit errors due to channel noise. The second type of error was the loss of ATM
packet payloads: 384 bits of data each. In both cases, the encoded stream was
subjected to random errors. A routine for generating random numbers in C was
given in [12]. The errored stream was then decoded and the effects of the losses
analyzed.
II! every instance,. regardless of the error probability, this implementation of
the decoder would quit execution upon reaching the first erroneous data bit. The
fatal errors in each case occurred either in reconstructing signalling information
(sequence headers and other vital system information) or in reconstructing-the
Huffman tables from the image video data. In this case invalid states were reached.
This occurred when bits were altered (due to channel noise) as well as packets lost
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(network congestion or mis-routing ).
<t,
There is little that can be done to correct disrupted signalling· information.
The decoder has no idea what GOP or RFI index was used by the coder. The loss of
this information is potentially disastrous. One possible solution would be to add
redundancy bits to the bit stream to_detect and correct bit errors. To protect against
packet loss, the signalling information may need to be repeated p@riodically or at least
assigned the highest priority in the packet header.
In order to quantify the results of bit level "bad data" entering the decoder, the
data was intercepted before it was Huffman coded. This is analogous to a crude form
of Huffman coder error-checking and error handling. Here it was assumed that when
erroneous data is decoded, it is assigned a valid Huffman code (perhaps randomly) ~.
and decoding continues. A 45 frame segment of the Tennis sequence was subjected
to single bit errors in varying rates and the resulting reconstructed frames were
compared to the original, pre-coded frames. The effects of bit errors manifest
themselves in 8x8 blocks for luminance data and 16x16 blocks (a single macroblock)
for chrominance data. Chrominance errors are less visible than their luminance
counter parts because they only alter the color of the block slightly. Even though
they cover an area four times as large, they don't stand out visually as much as the
luminance errors do. The luminance data errors appear as solid 8x8 pixel blocks of
varying color scattered around the screen. Although this "speckle" lasts only 33.3
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/microseconds, in large quantities, it can become quite noticeable and annoying. (See
Figure A2.0). In order to reduce the chances of probability "artifacts", each error
rate simulation was performed 10 times and the results averaged. This _simulation
was repeated for error Tates of one bit in 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10000, which are
-"- I ( .
well above the bit error rates expected for conventional networks[7] . Beyond these
rates, the bit errors had negligible effects, both visually and quantitatively. Graphs of
the peak SNR of the reconstructed frames versus increased error probability are
displayed in Figure A1.9 and Figure A1.lO.
Since all the coded video data in a single slice is interdependent, the loss of
any information in part of a slice may adversely effect the remaining information.
Without some sophisticated error control scheme, the remaining data will be
essentially useless. One solution to this problem would be to skip to the next slice in
the current frame upon decoding ':bad data". This would have varying results. If the
"
error occurred in the first macroblock of the slice, almost the entire slice would need
I
to be skipped. If you were lucky, only the last bits of the last macroblock would be
effected and the results would be minor.
Lost packets would give different results. If a packet contained information
for separate slices, then the end of one slice as well as the next entire slice would -
t
have to be skipped. This could be remedied by allowiI}g packets to carry data for a
single slice only. The unused portion of the paylmtd would then be filled with
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dummy information. A skipped slice causes unsightly horizontal lines in the image.
If-the slice (or slices) are skipped in an Intraframe or PredictedJrame, the-t:lOchecked
error would propagate to all·the intervening interpolated frames. This would suggest
that the stream should be coded with more intraframes to limit the propagation of
errors. This would, however, increase the data transmission rate.
To deal with lost data packets (signalling information was not removed),
. sections of the data were randomly removed in 384 bit increments. Withoyt this data,
--
the decoder will be unable to reconstruct any of the data following the lost bits in the
current slice. For ease of simulation, the decoder replaced the bad data with all ...
zeros. This bounds the worst possible reconstruction case; large black lines across
,
the frame. If the data was one of the first few macroblocks in the slice, the entire
remainder of the slice would be blackened. Examples of these errors are shown in
the figures in Appendix 2. The resulting peak signal to noise ratio is dependant upon
where in the frame the slice is lost. If the lost data comes from a section of the
iinage that was relatively dark, the Peak SNR will be higher than if the errored
section of the image is lighter in contrast. In almost all instances, the peak SNR
dropped severely. The missing data was immediately visible (e.g. the black ~tripe in
Figure A2.1) and is considered to be unacceptable.
A simple solution to this problem would be to replace the missing data with
corresponding data from the frame immediately before it, under the assumption that
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the image can't be too much different. An entire slice was removeq from Figure
A2.1 and replaced with' the corresponding slice from the previous frame, in Figure
A2.2. The resulting peak SNR of the reconstructed frame dropped from 37.63 dB to
34.193 dB. It was difficult for observers to notice the reconstruction, even after its
•
location was pointed out.
Although this works well for scenes with slow motion, if the part of the frame
that is affected is undergoing rather quick translational motion, replacing the missing
data may cause a visual discontinuity. Again using the tef).nis sequence! part of the
frame containing the ping-pong ball was struck (Figure A2.3). It was replaced with
the same portion of the previous frame (Figure A2.4). The only problem with this is
that in the previous frame, the ball wasn't visible in that region, and the reconstructed
frame is missing the most of the ball. The peak SNR dropped from 37.63 dB (down
to 17.4 dB if you replace the data with blackness) to 31.7~8 dB. The improvement
was again considered good, even though the ball disappeared momentarily.
The worst case scenario is when the first frame of a scene change loses
packets. In this case, replacing the lost slice will result in a completely different
v/
picture being mixed in with the current one. In figure A2.5, two of the slices in the
middle of the frame # 89 of the tennis sequence are removed. The original peak SNR
of the decoded frame without errors was 35.478 dB. The missing information is taken
from the previous frame and the reconstructed frame is displayed, as figure A2.6.
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Unfortunately, frame # 88 is a different scene than frame # 89. The resulting peak
SNR dropped to' 23.09 dB. Notice how we have a portion of the previous player's
I>
hand floating to the right side of the scene and the shirt of an observer to the left.
The background overlap is not so noticeable, but the player in the center is missing
part of his lower body and part of his shadow. Even though this caught a few
observers by surprise, it was far less noticeable than the original black stripe, which
dropped the peak SNR to 9.42 dB. Viewers had no problem spotting the
discontinuous data (black stripes) but more trouble noticing the_patched frames, even
for low peak SNR's.
If we now replace the missing data jn fram~# 89 with the corre~ponding data
from frame # 90, the results are much better. See Figure A2.7. Viewers had
difficulty spotting the discontinuity and the peak SNR went back up to 33.46 dB. In
order to determine which frame to draw from (past or future) a minimum threshold
should be check~. If the past frame (which should be the default) doesn't achieve
the required peak signal to noise ratio, then the future frame can be evaluated as well.
·The better of the two will be selected as the repair data. This does impose a new
responsibility on the decoder. Although in either procedure the decoder will need to
store the previous frame in memory, in this procedure the decoder will need to keep
the next frame in memory as well. Effectively, the decoder will need to display the
decoded frames one frame behind the one that is currently being decoded. Given the
site (in bits) of an average frame, this shouldn't be a problem to implement and the
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reconstruction results are indeed adequate.
In these simulations, entire slices were removed to bound the worst possible
errors. It is possible that a lost packet will only affect a portion of a slice. However,
.;
this is much easier to disguise. In a few test cases, the missing 5nformation was
,
simply background information and this blended well with the previous frame. The
errored frames weren't shown long enough to be noticed. In the event of a large·
number of lost packets, the results aren't much different either. Since packets will
presumably be lost in bunches, consecutive portions of data will be lost. Since once'
any of the data is lost from a slice, the decoder skips to the next slice, the consecutive
lost packets are effectively meaningless. Each packet payload conup.ns 384 data bits.
The average number of packets in a slice for a few different coding parameters are
tabulated in Table 3 in Chapter 4. Depending upon the GOP and RFI parameters, a
slice may contain anywhere from 4 or 5 packets (for a well coded interpolated frame)
up to 40 or so for an intraframe. Th~s the loss of 100 packets would mean dropping
- an entire small Interpolated frame and perhaps two slices in an Intraframe. This isn't
as bad as it seems. The smaller the B frame is, the more efficiently it was coded.
This means that it varies only slightly from it's neighbors. This frame can be
effectively replaced by its predecessor with little visual effect.
Accurate correction of errored reference frames is very important because they
are used to reconstruct the intervening interpolated frames. However, to replace
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missing data in these frames, data must be taken from previous or past reference
. .
frames. Both frames should be checked and the lower peak SNR should be selected.
~
It is quite probable that the data cannot be reconstructed in this manner. Jhese errors
would then propagate until the next reference frame is displayed. Protecting against
error propagation IS another argument for frequent reference frames.
3.4 Masking of Scene Changes with Coding Variations
As is the case with many different coding algorithms induding MPEG,
considerable compression is achieved based on the fact that each frame is usually a
slight variation of the one previous to it in time. This is exploited by coding just
differences between the two frames (referred to as conditional replenishment). This
~
results in a much lower bit rate, since less information needs to be transmitted.
However, when the current frame differs too much from the previous frame
(compared to some predetermined threshold value) the entire frame needs to be coded
and transmitted. This will create a sudden temporary increase in the bit rate. The
frequency of these" spikes" is directly related to the frequency of the scene changes.
, .
Since scene changes' are seldom predictable, modelling the bit rate of a source is
difficult
MPEG codes scenes a Jittle differently.' The compression of similar frames
(called Interpolated frames or B-frames for bidirectional prediction) does reduce the
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bit rate considerably. However, these interpolations are based upon'--lhe most recent
Intraframes and Predicted frames. If the Intra or Predicted frames are spaced too far
apart the two adjacent reference fraines may be of differing scenes. Accurate
interpolation is then difficult and the frame is coded inefficiently. Were the predicted
frames to be moved closer together, signifying more reference points per unit time for
interpolation, the bits required to code the resulting interpolated frames would remai!1
low. The presence of the periodi~ Intra and Predicted frames would mask the effects
of the scene change. This would remOv~ome of the randomness in the output bit
rate.
In order to examine this situation, a modified version of the tennis sequence
was used. In this sequence, a portion with a higher rate of scene changes was coded
several times. This scene has three scene changes in the span of 2.5 seconds, or
essentially one per second. The scenes changed on frame #26, #47 and #56. This
corresponds to changing the viewing angle quickly during .the table tennis match. The
resulting bits per frame graphs are displayed in Appendix 1.
The same sequence of frames were coded with several different GOP and RFI
parameters. When the coder spaced the reference frames further apart (on the order
of one per second or more). the interpolated coding becomes inefficient. This is
visible in Figure AI. 11 by the increase in the bOits required to code the B frq.mes
around scene changes. As the RFI parameter was made smaller, the interpolated
..~
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fram~)it rate dropped and the entire sequence became more uniform, as in Figure
A1.12 and Figure AI. 13.
3.5 Network Traffic Parameters
In order to conn~ct to an ATM network, a requesting source will need to
provide the network access point (the user-network interface or UNI) a set of setup
parameters to assist in decision making. The network will need to analyze current
')
resources and determine if the requesting source's quality standards can be met. If
so, the call is accepted and the connection is made. In order to guarantee this QOS,
the network must be provided with accurate information, using as small an amount of
/
processing as possible. This can be done by using source models or by providing a
set of parameters. While neither of these methods have been set as standards by the
.;.
. CCITT, many varieties of each have been proposed [8][9][10].
The easiest way to characterize a network source would be with a set of
variables. The three most common variables in the literature are-burstiness, mean
time between bursts and effective bit rate. The burstiness parameter describes the
swing in bit rates for a particular source. It quantifies the maximum bit rate required
during some period of time versus the average bit rate. Sources with a large
burstiness parameter have larger swings. Burstier sourcesLmay contribute more to the
multiplexing smoothing effect described in [10].
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A burstiness parameter alone is probably not sufficient. A source with on/off
traffic characteristics will be very bu~sty. However, there will be periods where it
will flood the channel 'and others' where it will sit idle. The length of time the burst
lasts is also important. The longer the burst length, the less efficient the network
becomes at alloca~ing bandwidth.
Finally"an effective bit rate is proposed. Instead of using the average bit rate,
the network source is described in terms ofax(peak bit rate), where a is a constant
and is chosen based upon the specific traffic pattern of the source. The effective bit
rate parameter is intended to ensure better use of the channel.
Up until this pqint the MPEG coder has been characterized in bits per frame
with little regard as to when the bits were actually transmitted over the channel. The
MPEG coder needs to be examined at afiner time scale for the transmission of data.
It is proposed in [6] that characterization at the slice level is more useful than at the
cell level. Similar results are obtained with much less computational effort.
Although this implementation of the coder was not designed to give time
,measurements, it was possible to extract some timing information from it.
, Unfortunately, the act of observing the .coder altered the time scale that was being
observed. The units of measurement are not important and it is assumed that the
speed up in processing by a hardware version of the coder and the slow down due to
the display of timing information will be essentially linear. Therefore, we can draw
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conclusions from the relative time values.~
In each coding scheme, the time taken by the coder to code a particular slice
(for all three frame types) is roughly the same. This was verified against the data and
also noted in [6]. Since each slice takes approximately the same amount of time to
code regardless of the number of packets in the slice, there will be a variable output
bit rate per unit time. See Table 3 in Chapter 4 for a comparison of packets per slice
for different coding parameters. By taking the peak number of packets in a slice and
dividing by the average number, we can define burstiness ·on the slice-level.
Since the number of slices in a frame is constant, and the time required to code and
transmit a slice is constant, the time required to transmit a frame is also constant.
Burstiness at the frame level is determined in Table 4.
Variability in bit rate per unit time is important in developing traffic
parameters. However, this variability is small compared to the time between the
coding of consecutive groups of pictures. This implementation of the coder reads in
all the intervening frames before working on the next reference frame. As an
example, consider a series coded with RFI=5. The coder takes approximately 2.8
seconds to code and transmit a frame. To transmit all the data for one GOP (5
frames), the coder takes 13.9 seconds. The next reference frame starts transmission
roughly 23.5 seconds after the last interpolated frame has been sent. If we take the
time interval during which data is being sent as the burst interval, then we can
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determine the mean time between GOP ·bursts. ""This corresponds to 'idle time on the
channel.
The- amount of time between the coding and sending of consecutive reference
frames (23.5 seconds in the previous example) will vary depending upon -the RFI
parameter. For an RFI of 15, the coder took over 10Q seconds to read all the
intermediate frames:-A larger RFI will give an even larger time lag. This gives the
coder a pulsed bit rate profile, with a lull between the last interpolated frame and the
next reference frame. See Figure 5 below. The figure shows the transmission of 5
frames at a time, corresponding to one GOP. The vertical axis shows the size of the
frame in bits. and the horizontal shows time. The predicted frames are larger than the
interpolated frames. Since the coder reads in all the frames between reference
frames, motion estimation is done very quickly and the interpolated frames are
transmitted one after another. From this data we can attempt to describe the
burstiness ofthe source as well as the average length of each- burst. These
calculations are presented in Table 5 in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5: GOP Bursts
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During the time between the start of one GOP and the start Qf the next GOP, "the
coder is only transmitting data approximately 33 % of the time. The effective bit rate
could be taken as the average rate (over all the frames) divided by, three. This gives
us an'-effective average bit rate per unit time for a GOP coding unit. Each slice and
each GOP require approximately the same amount of processing time to transmit.
This makes it difficult to tie the effective average bit rate into the effective bit rate
de~cribed previously. The effective average bit rate tell~ us only how much data is
transmitted, rfot how much how fast. To quantify this, burstiness, mean GOP burst
length mean time between GOP bursts need to be considered. We could study frame-
level bursts, slice-level bursts or GOP-level bursts. All three types are discussed in
Chapter 4.
3.6 Network Source Modelling
Source Modelling has also received much attention. Unfortunately many
models exist for the various types of data that may cross an ATM network. There
are specific models for speech and different models for video. Current video models
are broken dow~ into two main classes: sources without scene changes (i.e.
videophone head and shoulders type scenes) and sources with scene changes [8].
Sources without scene changes have been successfully modelled by
Autoregressive Processes [10]. An Autoregressive Process is defined as:
41
MA(n) = L aM A(n-m) + b w(n)
m=l .
Where :\(n) is the bit rate of frame n, M is the order of the process, wen) is a
Gaussian random process (with mean 'YJ and variance 1) and aM and b are coefficients
determined by matching the steady-state average and the discrete autocovariance of
the process with the measured data. It has been determined that a first order
autoregressive process (ARl) works well [10].
A(n) = a 1 A(n-l) + b w(n)
This model is difficult to implement in queueing analysis and is primarily used in
simulations. Models for sources with scene changes are generally more difficult to
implement. There are two main models for sources with scene changes. The first is
an extension of the On-Off model [8] show in Figure 6.
a
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Figure 6: On-Off Model
b
A
In the On-Off model, the source is assumed to be in either one of two states: Off or
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Active (On). This model is used primarily to model voice sources where the active
I state correspQnds to a talk spurt and the off state corresponds to silence. The source
is in one of the two states at all times and has probabilities of switching states a and b
as given in Figure 6 above. To extend this model to video sources with scene
changes, we introduce two different states, the Active-low and Active-high states, to
replace the On-Off states. In the Active-low states, the video source is producing a
moderate bit rate. When a change of scene occurs, the sourc;e moves to the Active-
high state for a certain amount of time. To implement this model, transition
probabilities must be found between the Active-high and Active-low states. Other
states corresponding to different bit tate levels are also included among the Active-
high states and Active-low states. These transition probabilities must also be
determined from the measured data.
The other predominant model for sources with scene changes is the Discrete-
- State Continuous-time Markov Process with batch arrivals. Here the uniform activity
level is modelled as above with M distinct data rate levels. When a scene change
occurs, the model moves to the high level states and the scene- changes are
represented by a batch arrival process. The interarrival times between scene changes
are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The batch size is assumed to be
constant. More information on this type of model can be found in [10].
Because the nature of MPEG coding determines greatly the traffic pattern, the
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simple ARI model may not work in all coding situations. An MPEG stream that has
~
been coded in intraframe mode only will have a rather constant bit rate, regardless of
scene changes. This coding configuration should be easy to model. It is checked
against the ARl model and is shown to model quite accurately. A graph of the
original bit stream versus the predicted bit stream from the AR1 procedure for the
Intraframe-only coded Tennis and Flower Garden· series are displayed in Figure
Al.l4 and Figure Al.15.
By including Predicted frames, however, we alter the traffic patterns. As was
discussed previously, the bit rate effects of scene changes can be suppressed by
careful selection of the coding parameters. Consequently, it may be possible to model
a stream with frequent scene changes (less than one per second) by a modified ARl
process. The original ARI process failed to model the streams with periodic
intraframes. In each instance, the simulation estimates failed to converge. This was
expected because of the periodic spikes. However, the ARl process can be made to
take into account seasonality. This process is identical to the AR l, except that it
expects a exceptional data value once each 'season'. This repetition of non-
characteristic values is exactly what we have in the MPEG coded streams, every RFI
number of frames we have a reference frame with a bit rate usually much different
than the interpolated frames.
The dati for the Tennis, Modified Tennis and Flower Garden were modelled
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using the AR I process with a seasonali ty of 5 (corresponding to the RFI parameter by
which they were all coded). The original streams versus the predicted streaIl}s are
J
displayed as Figures Al.16, Al.17 and Al.18 respectively. It is easy to see that this
process accurately models the bit streams of the three different types of video sources,
corresponding to moderate scene changes, no scene changes and frequent scene
changes, respectively. The Modified Tennis Sequence was coded at a RFI of 5
frames to suppress the elevated ~nterpolated bit rates. The ARI with seasonality
slowly falls apart for sources with frequent scene changes as the RFI parameter
becomes larger and the uniformity between predicted frames and interpolated frames
disappears. In this event, we may have to return to, the more involved models for
sources with scene changes described above [8].
All of the frame bit size data was analyzed using the Minitab statistical
software package ARIMA models. However, these simulations can be performed
quickly and easily on a number of different statistical packages.
,/
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{Chapter 4
.Simulation Results
Different MPEG coding Par~m~ters have a profound effect on the resulting bit
rate traffic coming out of the coder and into the ATM network. Tables 1 and 2
below show the resulting bit rates for seven different coding combinations for the two
test sequences. In each case, the bits per frame and peak SNR are given as average
values. By increasing the number of interpolated frames between reference frames
(Predicted or Intraframes), one would expect the bit rate to decrease. This is the case ~
up until a point around RFI = 10. Above this point, the interpolated frames are no
longer coded as efficiently (because of poor predictions) and their average bit rate
increases. Below this po\nt, the interpolateCl frames remain small, but the presence of
the frequent high bit rate reference frames pulls the average bit rate up. To target
the lowest bit rate, the coder should be run with an RFI of approximately 10. At the
lowest bit rate, the mean value in bits per frame is close to the standard deviation.
An RFI of 10 gives three reference frames every second, a moderate amount for
,-
random access searches or editing purposes. If an application requires more access
points, the RFI can be set near 5 without much increase in bit rate. The flower
garden series hits a minimum bit rate around RFI=5.
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It is important to note that the RFI and GOP parameters need not be a multiple
of 5. The user can set these values to any positive integer greater than or equal to
one. They were left as multiples of five in this study to divide easily into the display
.
rate of 30 frames per second. An RFI of 30 would give one reference frame every
second. An RFI of five yields six reference frames each second.
RFI GOP Bits/Frame St. Dev.
1 1 191,589 21,051 5.748 36.47 dB
5 5 48,596 52,159 1.458 35.08 dB.
10 10 46,429 44,096 1.393 34.31 dB
15 15 48,551 40,301 1.457 33.88 dB
30 30 56,977 39,227 1.70.9 33.33 dB
45 45 61,693 40,084 1.851 32.68 dB
60 60 60,525 37,557 1.816 33.13 dB
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F G Bits/Frame Std. Dev. M}Jps Peak SNR
1 1 361,138 19,908 10.83 35.73
5 5 121,232 86,671 3.64 33.96
10 10 132,604 75,742 3.95 33.27
15 15 141,878 66,449 4.26 32.98
30 30 164,816 53,'170 4.94 32.77
45 45 174,930 51,624 5.25 32.68
60 60 186,586 45,437 5.60 32.66
The actual lowest bit rate will be determined by the content of the images and
also by the spacing of the scene changes. If two streams were coded with the same
RFI and GOP parameters, but started at different frame numbers, one may result in a
lower bit rate due to the fact that the scene changes may fall exactly on a reference
frame or somewhere in between. A scene change that coincides with a reference
frame will require no increase in coding for the reference frame. However, every
interpolated frame before that reference frame will need to base its interpolation on
the previous reference frame. ,This will slowly increase the bit rate of the interpolated
frames up to the reference frame. If the scene change occurs between two reference
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frames, the interpolations can'be performed equally well in both directions and the bit
rate will be lower. This can be seen in Figures A1.1l, A1.l2 and A1.l3 where the
scene change is masked to some extent by using reference frames more frequently.
4.1 Rate Control
The best meth?d of rate control is by altering the coder's quantization factor.
"'-
This maintains the general traffic characteristics and drops the bit rate substantially.
By changing the quantization factor, the source can set the bit rate to almost any rate,
necessary. This coder had 29 quantization levels to choose from. The default level
was 8, leaving 21 lower levels to chose from. By lowering the Q-factor, the source
can continue transmission through a congested network. Dropping the Q factor below
~
16 will result in a picture quality that is noticeably bad. It is suggested that the peak
SNR be kept above 30dB whenever possible. The resulting decrease in picture
quality is sacrificed at the expense of transmission delay.
Altering the GOP and RFI indices can also reduce the bit rate, but only
moderately ~ If the coder is already coding at the lowest bit rate RFII.GOP
combination, there will be-no other combination to switch to, and some other method
must be chosen.
,I
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4.2 Source Characterization and Modelling
As was discussed earlier, the burstiness factor can be applicable' to three
different layers of the MPEG coder. The lowest layer is the slice-layer. Here we
have a variable number of packets being coded over roughly the same time span.
Burstiness is defined here as the peak value of packets per slice divided by the mean
value. Burstiness levels based on packets per sli~e are given in Table 3;
RFI
1
5
15
45
Packets / Slice High
38.34 48.11
5.14 13.58
8.03 16.65
12.82 19.52
Low
22.56
0.92
0.95
4.57
Burstiness
1.25
2.64
2.07
1.52
The second layer is the frame layer. Frame layer burstiness compares the
peak frame rate to the average frame rate. Peaks here correspond to reference
,
frames. The average is controlled predominately by the frequency of reference
frames and the efficiency of coding interpolated frames. If the B-frames are coded
ineffectively the average frame size will increase. Also, the more frequently
reference frames are coded the higher the average will climb. From Table 4 we see
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that the burstiness is a maximum around RFI = 5. It should come as no surprise that
these are the streams with the lowest average bit rates. By design, these sources will
have a lower overall average bit rate with roughly the same size peak bit rate. There
is no way to avoid the size of the coded Intraframes since each stream requires them
periodically.
RFI Tennis Sequence Flower Sequence
1 1.17 1.08
5 4.60 2.58
10 4.95 2.83
15 4.72 2.76
30 4.04 2.50
45 3.72 2.32
60 3.80 2.20
The third burst layer to consider is th~ Group of Pictures layer. A burst at
this level consists of the data for all the frames in the GOP. Here we can take the
amount of time the coder spends transmitting the data for each burst (each frame in
the GOP) as the burst length and the average amount of data sen.t during a set time
interval as the burstiness faCtor. Values are tabulated in Table 5. The Time On
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column corresponds 10 the amount of time in the GOP that the coder is actually
transmitting data. The Total TiIne is the amount of time between the transmission of
one GOP and the start of the next. The Bits / Time On calculates the number of bits
per unit time that the coder transmits while actually coding. c"'Q1ese values correspond
to the GOP burstiness. Burstier sources transmit more data per unit time.
These results stray from the conclusions of the slice and frame layer
burstiness. Previously, the lower bit rate coded streams (RFI =5 or 10) were the
burstier sources. However, since the time to transmit each slice and consequently
each frame is essentially constant, the higher bit rate interpolated frames of the
streams with less efficient RFI parameters skew the results. A local maximum is
reached at an RFI of 10, but the burstiness values for the higher RFIstreams keep
"
increasing.
RFI Time On Total Time %On GOP Bits Bits /
Time On
J 5 13.966 37.416 37.33 272,165 19,488
10 29.416 77.364 38.02 597,209 20,302
15 44.165 150.977 29.25 805,756 18,244
30 95.029 362.385 26.22 2,077,331 21,860
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45 142.027 561.544 25.29 3,161,582 ,.,22,260
60 190.609 672.489 28.34 4,285,384 22,48J
'!M
Source modelling was performed at the frame level with good accuracy. This'
was due to the relative uniformity and periodicity of the MPEG coding algorithm:
Unlike other video sources, the MPEG source can be effectively modelled by the
simple ARI process as described in Chapter Three. Sources that are high in scene
changes can also be modelled by this 'ARI process if they are coded with a low RFI
parameter. This mayor may not be the case. However, as was discussed above, the
lower RFI parameters give better average bit rates. Going lower than these levels
brings us to pure Intraframe coding which can be modelled without seasonality. It is
, 1
my belief that most coding will be done in the RFI range of 5 to 15: This gives the
user plenty of reference access, and editing points and a low average bit rate. The
only reason to go above these parameters would be to code streams with essentially
no motion (perhaps a security surveillance camera) or to avoid the inherent burstiness
of the lower RFI streams. More work needs to be done in this area.
As has been studied previously [6][10], the multiplexing of conditionally
replenished variable bit rate video sources results in a smoothing effect of the
multiplexed stream (due to the law of large numbers) to the point of an average bit
,
rate lower than the individual average bit rates. This may not be fhe case for
multiplexed MPEG streams. Owing to the periodicity of the increased bit rate
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)frames, multiplexing ~ould smooth out the net traffic if the reference frames can be
desynchronized. This simply means the network would have to make an effort to
avoid the coincidence of -the high bit rate reference frames. This may be possible if
this periodicity is given to the network at call connection. In [6], the multiplexing of
MPEG sources are found to have negligible effects on cell loss probabilities,
corresponding to a smoother aggregate stream.
4.3 Error Handling
The effects of two types of errors on the MPEG stream, bit errors and packet
errors, were studied. Bit errors are attributed to channel noise. Wit ut effecting
any signalling information, we can see (figure AI. 9) that increasin the bit error rate
reduces the peak SNR in a linear fashion. These errors s~ e the decoded images
(figure A2.0) temporarily. In small numbers, these sp ckles can be tolerated. It isn't
until 1 bit in 5000 is altered that the speckle becomes\bOtherSome. This bit error rate
is considered to be rather high for most channels and ~ith the move towards optical
\
fiber for its' increased bandwidth, the effects of this typ~ of error ~ill diminish.
. \
Packet losses are a little more difficult to deal wi~ackets can be lost either
/
due to altered'routing information in the header (it has l~ I-bit error check polynomial,
\
(
so two bit errors are required to do this) or network congestion. Network congestion
may loses bunches of packets. Table 3 gives the average number of ATM packets ..
~~,
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per slice for a few different coding options. The loss of five packets will have little.
effect on any frame, even if it causes an entire slice to be dropped. The recovery
mechanisms outlined in Chapter 3 can be used. Five packets to an Intraframe
corresponds to 1/8th of a slice. Hardly worth noticing. To the lower bit rate frames
(interpolated @ RFI = 5) 5 packets can mean the loss of an entire slice, which is still
not much. When 50 packets are lost, we lose almost the entire interpolated frame and
a little more than a slice in an Intraframe. The interpolated frame can be replaced by ,
a neighbor. Losses on the order of 1000 to 5000 packets require different
considerations. At the 1000 packet level, 2 complete reference frames (or 13
interpolated frames) would be lost. Disguising these losses is very difficult.
Playback could be stopped until more complete data is received. Attempting to
reconstruct the missing frames will be impossible.
Unfortunately, accurate cell loss probabilities don't exist and all one can do is
speculate. This version of the coder is robust to packet loss rates up to approximately
100 packets. Above this rate better loss recovery algorithms need to be developed.
The effects of signalling information loss also need to be studied.· Currently there is
no good way to protect this type of data. This study avoided corrupting it under the
assumption that it could be somehow protected. Channel noise provides no guarantee
and network congestion can occur at anytime. _A method for protecting this data
warrants further study.
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IChapter 5
Conclusions
The MPEG coding standard is an effective and versatile video· coding tool.
It's versatility will guarantee a wide area of acceptance from videophones to
transmission of lower bit rate (in the region of 3 Mbps or less) broadcast video. The
variable bit rate nature of the coder makes it a natural candidate for the newly
emerging ATM packet switc::hed networks. The ATM network will more efficiently
handle variable bit rate sources (of which most video coders are) and we should soon
see more applications of desktop video over such networks.
The traffic parameters of the MPEG coder have been studied for various
coding parameters and it has been shown that based on the needs of the application,
the traffic characteristics can be very different. By changing coding parameters, one
can alter the traffic pattern to achieve a low bit rate, a certain quality range, or a
combination of the two. Although the coder output is variable, the effects of scene
changes which have traditionally hampered analysis of coders can be suppressed by
altering the coding scheme. The resulting traffic patterns are made more regular and
can be more easily modelled.
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New network topologies bring with themselves new considerations for sources
of error. UP<?n encountering channel noise bit errors, this MPEG coder)s robust to
faulty data up to a point. Bits involyed with coding information, such as start and
stop headers and other stream information can't tolerate losses like video data can.
The effects of bit errors on the video information have been studied and in small
quantities are relatively harmless. Given the relatively short time a frame is displayed
on the screen, a few bit errors will be acceptable to all but the most discerning
viewers. The true test of the coder is in packet losses where larger quantities of data
are at stake. While the version of the coder I tested had no provisions for specific
error handling, it was relatively easy to reconstruct .lost data by substituting previous
or future data back into the errored frame. Loss of signalling information needs to be
dealt with in a more error-robust method, because lost information of this type is
more important to the decoder and harder to correct. It is my suggestion that this
data be for~ard error corrected to prevent channel bit errors and/or repeated every so
many packets. If the transmission media is such that the bit error rate is low enough,
forward error correction can be sacrificed for casual repetition. More work needs to
done in studying the effects of losing signalling information and attempting to
reconstruct it.
The variable bit rate nature of the network will often require sources to modify
their outputs and the MPEG coder can handle this situation easily without delaying
any video information. By altering the quantization index, the traffic patterns can be
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maintained as the bit rate is diminished. The coder can drop the bit rate to esse~tially
any rate necessary by altering t~is parameter. Of course the resulting quality is
reduced, but the. fuzzy pictures will have to be tolerated if ~elay cannot be tolerated.
As soon as the network is again able to support a higher bit rate, the coder can
readjust and move back up to its regular operating state.
Modelling any ATM source will be important for network efficiency and
monitoring. The more accurate the model, the more efficient the network can be.
The MPEG source has a few advantages over other video sources in that it is
relatively insensitive to changes in action in the video .pictures. By coding near the
optimum bit rate, we can guarantee plenty of reference frames for fast access to the
stream and at the same time suppress any bit rate fluctuations in the source. The
periodicity of these reference frames keeps the interpolated frame bit rate relatively
constant. The resulting stream can be effectively modelled on a per frame basis by an
Autoregressive Process incorporating Seasonality. This was shown with good
accuracy for Intraframe-only coding (seasonality = 1) as well as for video with
frequent scene changes.
More work needs to be done on modelling the MPEG source on a finer time
scale than the frame level. Since the slice is the smallest interrelated data unit (and
the decoder can be made to resynchronize on the slice headers in the event of errors),
the slice generation process warrants further study. This will giVe a more accurate
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interpretation of the variability of tne data. A- valid set of traffic descriptors needs to
-- - .
be standardized. Burstiness, although an important parameter, needs to be better
defined. We have looked examined it on three different levels with different results
for each. For the MPEG coder, it may take more than the few parameters mentioned
in t~is stu"dy to characterize the source bit rate.
MPEG and ATM will go hand in hand in the near future. Although developed
'separately, the two standards work best in unison. This has already been
acknowledged by the CCITT study g,roup working on the next stage 9f MPEG,
referred to tentatively as MPEG-2, in their coordination with the CCITT study group
researching video coding for ATM networks. An overview of MPEG-2 is given in
Appendix III. With BISDN on the horizon in Europe and the soon after for the rest
of the world, the MPEG coding standards may become widely used, bringing packet
switched video and audio to us in a multitude of new ways.
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A"ppendix I
Traffic Characteristics
Bits/Frame vs 'GOP/RFl: Tennis
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Figure Al.2: Traffic Characteristics #2
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Traffic Characteristics
Bits/Frame vs RFI/GOP: Flow. Garden
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Network Back-Pressure
Bits/Frame vs GOP/RFI Param~ters
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Network Back-Pressure
Avg Peak SNR vs Quantization Index
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Bit Error Rates
,Peak SNR/Frame vs BER
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Scene Change Effects
Bits/Frame for Modified Tennis Sequence
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Appendix II
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Figure A2.1: Slice Data Lost
Figure A2.2: Slice Dahl Replaced
/ 71
Figure Al.3: Slice Data Lost #2
Figure Al.4: Slice Data Replaced #2
\ .
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Figure AZ.5: Slice Data Lost #3
Figure AZ.6: Slice Data Replaced #3 (Past Frame)
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Figure A2.7: Slice Data Replaced #3 (Future Frame)
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Appendix III
MPEG-2
The week of April 2, 1993 concluded the Sydney meeting of the MPEG work
group and the announcement of the definition of the MPEG-2 Video Main Profile[ll].
MPEG is working jointly with the CClrr Study Group XV "Experts Group on
Video Coding for ATM Networks" as well as other groups under the CClrr to
guarantee harmony with as wide a range of applications as possible. As before with
MPEG-l, the proposal is in three parts: a multichannel audio portion and a systems
standard for multiplexing data, audio and video streams into a single stream for
storage and transmission purposes. The salient features of the Video Standard are
presented next.
The MPEG-2 Video Standard specifies the coded bit stream for high-quality
1
digital video. Building on the MPEG~1 success, MPEG-2 will support interlaced
video formats, increased image quality and other features including support for
HDTV. The Video Main Profile will be a compatible extension of MPEG-l, meaning
simply that an MPEG-2 decoder will decode MPEG-l streams. The MPEG-2
standard will also support interoperability with the CClrr H.261 video telephony
standard.
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Digital Video is supported in the range of 2-15 MBits· per second over cable,
satellite and other broadcast channels. Support is included for several aspect ratios,
including 4:3 and 16:9. The standard is being defined in terms of extensible Profiles.
Each Profile will support the features of a particular application. With the·'Main
Profile defined, video services are expected by early 1994 and prototypes may be _
available in late 1993. A hierarchial profile is under development and may include
multi-level coding. This would allow a user to decode an MPEG-2 stream on a
portable recei~r at standard definition television or_a larger receiver at HDTV from
the same broadcast signal.
MPEG's acceptance is growing world wide. Over 230 individuals from 100
different organizations from 18 different countries attended the Sydney meeting in
April of this year. The committee expects to have draft standards of all three
portions: Video, Audio and Systems by November, 1993.
\
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·Appendix IV
Simulation Software
The software codec that was used in this e;x.periment was the PVRG Codec
VI.O available via anonymous ftp from havefun.stanford.edu. The strea~ viewer
tv X-Image is also available at this site, as were a few .mpg streams. The stream
viewer MPEG-PLAY is available via anonymous ftp from toe.cs.berkeley.edu.
It is important to use only raw data frames for encoding. If one were to use
frames that had been previously decoded from an mpeg.stream, the results may be
misleading. This is because the quantization levels will line up almost perfectly and
give inaccurate signal-to-noise ratio data.
All coding of streams was done with the PVRG Codec. A comprehensive
instruction manual [4] is provided in the .tar file and can be printed on any post-script
printer. Coding and decoding, including setting parameters is done entirely from th~
command line. An example command execution sequence would be:
mpeg -a 0 -b 50 inputfiles/frame. -s stream. mpg -f 30 -g 30 -q 12
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signifying code frames 0 to 50 of the files located in the directory inputfiles by the
na~e of frame, put the compressed stream into stream.mpg, use 30 for the RFI and
GOP ~parameters and a quantization value of 12. For a more complete description of
all the coding options please see [4].
To subject the stream to random errors, the compressed -stream file was used.
A simple error generator program was written to arbitrarily effect the data. To
simulate bit errors, the mpeg.c source co~e was altered. Before the data was sent to
the Huffman coding stage, it was randomly altered. This ensured that valid Huffman
codes were assigned. The decoder quits on invalid Huffman codes because it can't
reconstruct the Huffman tree.
To model packet losses, the frames were corrupted individually. This was
done by resetting the data for a certain length to zero, or by replacing it with previous
or future data.
Data is written to a file in the stream.c. program and all marker information is
written in marker.c. To record time measurements, code was added to mpeg.c and
marker.c.
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